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Company BackgroundCompany Background

Sabrafence is An Israeli company located in Ness Ziona Science Park. 

The company established in 2008 and sells its products throughout the 
world for four years. 

The company has experienced team that providing support and developers 
solutions to promotes the company's products as per customer 
requirements. 

The company has excellent hardware & software-development team. 

Production and assembly facilities are in Israel.

The product protected by a number of robust patents that distinguishes 
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The product protected by a number of robust patents that distinguishes 
the products from competitors. 

Experienced administrative staff leads the marketing, sales and 
development various markets.

The company provides cutting-edge concepts & architecture for the 
system. 

For more info contact:



Train complexes and airports

Government facilities - prisons, 
atomic stations

Logistics centers, wealthy 
warehouses for hazardous 
materials and storage sites

Perimeter fences at homes and 
neighborhoods are closed

Pumping stations, water wells 
and water treatment

Target markets Target markets for the Sabra products for the Sabra products line:line:
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and water treatment

Infrastructure - electricity, 
water and communications

Protection of communication 
Sites

Agricultural Facilities



Technical DataTechnical Data

The company develops, designs and manufactures smar t sensors for security 
and protection. 
Cutting-edge architecture allows great flexibility as well as addressing security 
needs in a large number of military and civilian op eratives.
Communication cable connects the smart nodes detect ors that connected in 
parallel along the cable line
Each sensor is molded in interval of 3 meters 
The sensor contains a tiny low-power computer that communicates with the 
Sabra hub windows XP/ 7/8 platform.
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Sabra hub windows XP/ 7/8 platform.
A durable plastic material encapsulating the sensor s providing sun UV blocker, 
dust, salt, humidity and chemicals protection that meets IP68 standard
Detector has no moving parts and no mechanical comp onents that may go bad.
Sabra's hub communicates directly with each detecto r 



Details of the Details of the detector‘s sensing detector‘s sensing capabilitiescapabilities

Internal capabilities
Vibration sensor
Magnetic Sensor
Self-Test (Optional)
Temperature Sensor
Smart Patrol
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No need to level sensor - works every angle tilt

External capabilities
Receiving events from 
external sensors



Event

Each detector has a number of “Iron – Mack ID" same like an IP address.

Each detector contains a unique local algorithm for monitoring events.

Sensitivity can be changed for each detector remotely through the hub.

The SabraHub PC manages the database and runs a number of algorithms and 
intelligent filters as well as various event handlers in real time.

You can change the characteristics of each detector from distance.

All detectors are represents as icons at the command and control software.

You can define relationships between the detectors by location, time and day.

Conditions can be set to mask warnings shocks caused by the movement of a 

DecentralizationDecentralization principle principle forfor smart sensorssmart sensors
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DataDataDataData

Conditions can be set to mask warnings shocks caused by the movement of a 
gate.

Improper detector indicates itself automatically and can be replaced quickly.

The software allows the construction of sets of detectors at will by the user.

The software allows various forms of presentation of the detector, table or map.



Software settings of the detectorsSoftware settings of the detectors
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Command and control software (command and control) Command and control software (command and control) 
systemsystem



Perimeter ProtectionPerimeter ProtectionPassageway HandlingPassageway Handling Temperature SensingTemperature Sensing

Speed BumpSpeed Bump

Smart PatrolSmart Patrol

Sum ApplicationsSum Applications

Fast DeploymentFast Deployment

Smart PatrolSmart Patrol

Pipe ProtectionPipe ProtectionSolar Panel ProtectionSolar Panel Protection



Each transducer has a built-in Magnetic sensor
To add the magnetic capability:
Define transducer as magnetic (With SabraHub Softwa re)
Rotate transducer by 90deg
Install SabraMagnet on infrastructure at opposite s ide 
There is no need to construct additional wires to t he gate.
Show on a multitier software in the Sabra software.

Passageway HandlingPassageway Handling
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Transducer Transducer 
Rotated Rotated 90 90 DegDeg

SabraMagnetSabraMagnet



Inserting external events from multiple sensors:Inserting external events from multiple sensors:

The detector contains an ability 
for input an events (touch dry) 
from Auxiliary
Can coordinated local 
conditioning between the 
vibration sensors to the 
Auxiliary. 

Beam Sensor 

(Receiver)

Curtain Sensor 
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Auxiliary. 
Can show all the events on 
SabraFence  map.
can create events initiated 
outside to sensor (Dry contact)

Sabra Auxiliary 
Sensor

Sabra Chain of 
Sensors



Temperature sensing Temperature sensing 
Detects temperature change and report prior to dete rioration
Built-in temperature sensor in any Transducer
Any drastic change of temperature in a short period  of time
Show on a multitier software in the Sabra software.
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Sabra Smart PatrolSabra Smart Patrol
Each detector can be defined as a detector Patrol E xplorer icon displays 
the control software.
Smart Patrol indicates "touch" required by the dete ctor Magnetic 
proximity detectors.
The control software is register all event of the S mart Patrol
There are no moving parts - Anti vandalism.
Each transducer can be SSPU (Sabra Smart Patrol Uni t)
Guard can use Sabra MagicStick to report is locatio n and presence 
(Sensor Number and Time).
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Self TestSelf Test
Can put a tiny vibrator detectors for testing Elect ro mechanics 
initiated by the operational integrity
The user initiates test and get measurable values   of the 
sampling quality vibration sensor
Received a summary report of each site and on the i ntegrity of 
all the detectors tested.
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Sabra Speed BumpSabra Speed Bump
Each detector can receive a participant in setting the path.
View from the path integral as an icon command and control 
software.
All vehicles passing on Bumper identified and send message 
control software.
Control software records each event and generates a  report 
Tour segmented demand.
No moving parts - anti-vandalism.
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Unified view on the command and control software.



Pipe ProtectionPipe Protection
Identification of drilling, sawing, banging, and or  physical 
vandalism on pipeline.
Identifying the opening and closing of the valves b y combining 
vibration sensors and magnetic detector.
Command and control software allows you to view pic tures of the 
plumbing and the detector location.
Control software records each event and generates a  report 
segmented by demand.
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segmented by demand.
No moving parts - anti-vandalism.
Unified view on the command and control software of  thought.



Fast DeploymentFast Deployment

Create an active electronic fence quickly - set up a nd deploy a in 
less then an hour.
Command and control software running from a laptop directly 
without additional boxes.
You can work about six hours without recharging bat teries.
Construction and operation by one person.
Suitable protection of important people and celebri ties.
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Solar Panel protectionSolar Panel protection
Threads Solar Panels and giving warning cut sawing events and 
shocks.
Tethering "Digital" of the panels by communication c able can 
not be bridged physical.
Low energy consumption.
Resistance to very harsh environmental conditions - heat, dust, 
rain, wind and sun.
Can chained multiple sites and roofs.
Accurate indication of where received warning and d irecting 
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Accurate indication of where received warning and d irecting 
automatic cameras location.



Solar Panel protectionSolar Panel protection
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Data exchangeData exchange
Report through alarm systemReport through alarm system

LAN
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Security centerSecurity center SabraFence SystemSabraFence System



GPRS Data exchangeGPRS Data exchange
750750mm

Reported by direct connection to Reported by direct connection to 
the security center by a cellular modemthe security center by a cellular modem
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750750mm

Center remote controls Center remote controls 
through a computer networkthrough a computer network

SabraFence System SabraFence System 
controller based on a PCcontroller based on a PC



Direct Link cameras targeted locationDirect Link cameras targeted location

Routing camera by Sabra's Routing camera by Sabra's 
command and control softwarecommand and control software
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Monitoring Center



Installations at various sites around the worldInstallations at various sites around the world
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Hub installed at the fieldHub installed at the field

Industrial PCIndustrial PC
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Power SupplyPower Supply

Relay BoardRelay Board

Backup Buttery Backup Buttery 



Water Pumping SiteWater Pumping Site

58 Transducers
166 meters
Bars fence
1 entrance gate
1 SabraHub
1 Risco Alarm-
System with GSM
Total time of 
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Total time of 
installation – 4h
Remote controlled 
over the internet



Wall mount installation at South AmericaWall mount installation at South America
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40 Transducers 
Wall mount installation
Reporting through Alarm System 
using Dry-Contacts
Remote controlled over the internet



Additional Installations Additional Installations 
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Additional Installations Additional Installations 
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www.sabrafence.com

info@sabrafence.com


